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Earphones TWS QCY T19 (black) 
Do you value high quality sound and can't imagine a day without music? Opt for the TWS QCY T19 headphones, which offer crystal-clear
HiFi sound, a long operating time of up to 30 h and ultra-low latency that will delight game and video fans. Also noteworthy is the ENC
noise cancellation that will make conversations easier, as well as the intuitive touchpads. The T19s also feature a gaming mode.
 
Superior sound quality
The TWS QCY T19s are equipped with 10-millimetre dynamic drivers to deliver outstanding audio quality, crisp highs and deep bass when
listening to a variety of music genres. HiFi sound will make you feel like you're at a concert with the QCY T19 and rediscover the beauty
of your favourite songs.
 
Perfect for conversations
The QCY T19 wireless headphones use four microphones and an intelligent ENC algorithm to effectively capture your voice and filter out
background noise. So you can communicate effectively with others and hear your voice in crystal clear sound. Need to take a call on the
bus? No problem with the QCY T19!
 
Up to 30 hours of operation
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Listen to music all day long without worrying about the headphones running out of power. The T19 are equipped with powerful batteries
and provide up to 4.5 hours of talk time and 7.5 hours of playback time. Importantly, the charging case has a 380 mAh battery and can
extend their runtime to up to 30 h!
 
Practical touch panels
The T19s allow you to conveniently manage basic functions without having to reach for your smartphone. The T19's practical touchpads
allow you to pause and resume playback, answer or reject a call, change the song, start the voice assistant or activate gaming mode,
just to name a few.
 
Ultra-low latency and app 
Do you like watching movies on your smartphone? Or do you often follow concert coverage? The QCY T19 is perfect for you, thanks to its
exceptionally low latency and perfect synchronisation between video and audio. What's more, you can install the QCY app (available for
Android or iOS) and use the equalizer or sleep mode, for example. 
 
Well designed
Thanks to their ergonomic design, the headphones stay firmly in your ears and don't cause discomfort, even during long hours of use.
Pairing  is  quick  and convenient,  too:  just  take  the  headphones  out  of  the  case  and use  the  pop-up window on your  smartphone.  The
headphones then automatically recognise your device the next time you use them. 
 
In the kit
Earphones TWS QCY T19
Charging case 
3 pairs silicone ear pads (S, M, L)
USB-C cable
User manual
Brand
QCY
Name	
Headphones TWS QCY T19
Model	
T19
Noise reduction ENC
Yes
Transducer
10 mm
Bluetooth version	
5.1
Pairing name	
QCY-T19
Compatible systems	
Android, iOS
Range	
Up to 10 m
Talk time	
4.5 h
Playback time
7.5 h 
Bluetooth profiles	
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HFP / HSP / A2DP / AVRCP
Battery capacity (case) 
380 mAh
Charging port
USB-C	
Colour
Black

Price:

€ 26.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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